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Josh Koppel has spent the last twenty years aggressively pushing the world of 

interactive content forward, creating applications for developing technology that 

have been quickly and broadly adopted by market players like Apple.  

Josh began his career as a producer at Sony Online Entertainment, where he transformed beloved 

brands like Jeopardy and Wheel of Fortune into sluggish and unsatisfactory web experiences. These 

early disappointments provided important lessons in how to move content from one platform (television) 

to another (web), and started him on a path towards getting that process right. 

After Sony, Josh founded Tunebooks, a company that pioneered interactive liner notes for digital music, 

debuting on iTunes in 2005. Shortly thereafter, in 2008, he founded, ScrollMotion, a company focused on 

bringing content experiences to the iPhone. Josh drove the company to become an early pioneer in 

mobile publishing, bringing titles from the big five publishers (JK Rowling, Stephen King, Stephenie 

Meyer) to the iPhone, a project announced on stage at the Apple 2009 WWDC Keynote. ScrollMotion 

went on to bring some of the biggest publishing brands to the app store, including kids’ books, for 

Sesame Street, Disney and Warner Brothers, magazines like Esquire (Asme Winner) and Oprah, 

and Fuse Algebra in partnership with Houghton Mifflin Harcourt. With HMH ScrollMotion helped the latter 

create the first iPad textbooks used in American public schools.  

In 2012, ScrollMotion pivoted to building apps for the enterprise, becoming the e-Detailing platform of 

record for Genentech’s entire portfolio of pharmaceuticals. Over the next few years, ScrollMotion built an 

expertise in paring delightful interactivity with powerful business outcomes for a roaster of Fortune 100 

clients including Apple, GM, Verizon, JP Morgan Chase and GE.  

Along this journey, Josh struck up a friendship with Alan Braun, then the director of Apple’s innovation 

lab. The two bonded over the shared belief that easy-to-use mobile content creation tools in the hands of 

everyday people could be transformational for the workplace, much in the way that word processors 

transformed the work habits of office workers in a world of typewriters. Ingage, launched in January of 

2016 is the direct result of these conversations. 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RUkIfTs2y4M
http://www.nytimes.com/2006/06/01/technology/poguesposts/01pogues-posts.html
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wHNcvsKttXE
http://www.hearst.com/newsroom/esquire-among-winners-of-national-magazine-awards-for-digital-media
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5M6mMmAhbh8
https://www.hmhco.com/~/media/sites/home/educators/education-topics/hmh-efficacy/hmh_fuse_riverside_whitepaper_2012.pdf?la=en

